
Substantive Composition of RFID according to the Web

Research Question_Which issue language is significantly associated with RFID according 
to the top 100 Web pages returned by Google for the query, RFID?
Findings_The issue language at the top of the Web (according to Google search results) is 
primarily industry-driven. Particular concerns expressed by progressive geeks (represented 
by the Chaos Communications Congress as well as the RFID Guardian firewall) and the 
non-governmental watchdogs (represented by the Electronic Frontier Foundation and the 
RFID implants) resonate less.
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Source_google.com
Method_Scrape top 100 results from Google query of RFID, pass harvested text through the Issue Discovery 
tool, which seeks noun phrases and weights them according to specificity and frequency. Remove non-issue 
language. Visualize in an issue language cloud, where language is resized according to values.
Query_RFID
Tools_Google Scraper, Harvester, Issue Discovery Tool and Tag Cloud Generator
Date_20 October 2007
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